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About This Content
CONTAINER PRODUCTS – 20/40FT DRY VAN CONTAINERS
Some months ago, when I was walking around a large shipping terminal in Waigaoqiao, Shanghai, I saw many colourful
containers stacked together - which came from all over the world - looking like towering blocks of beautiful skyscrapers. From
that time, I planned to make and place these cool iron boxes into my favorite simulator, making our experiences more awesome
and more realistic.
Now, you will get a total of 10 styles of 20ft and 40ft dry van containers in your railroad world. You are able to carry them by
X2K double-stack container well wagons.
Features Include:
- 10 styles.
- Normal Maps.
- Weathered.
X2K DOUBLE-STACK CONTAINER WELL WAGONS
If you intend to travel between Shanghai and Beijing by train, maybe you'll pass a train with double-stacked containers - chances
are it will be these, as the X2 series well wagons are the only double-stack container wagons in China.
The X2 series double-stack container well wagon is specially designed to carry container traffic. Once a X2 wagon equips ZK6
bogies, it’s called “X2K”, and its max speed is up to 120 km/h.
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Three colors of X2K wagons are included, which should be mixed in a long train for a more realistic effect!
Features Include:
- Normal Maps.
- Weathered.
- Rear Sign Light.
- Load Product.
- LOD System.
CONTAINER YARD
Need a place to show off your containers? Here it is. This original container yard references the Luchaogang container yard. It's
a new yard
in Shanghai, used to storage containers which were carried from Yangshan Deep Water Port and transit by trains. Though its
length has been reduced to 500 meters, and it can stack a maximum over 1,000 containers.
Features Include:
- Normal Maps.
- Weathered.
- Animate objects.
- Can stack over 1,000 Containers.
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The maps look great, the 10 supply drops are at lowest value that the game has ever seen, HOWEVER
on PC, nobody really bought the map pack. The dlc playlist is always dead, and the only way you can play the maps online is if
one of them comes up in a regular playlist, at which point, if it gets enough votes, half of the lobby will be kicked and the match
will quickly go from 6 v6 to 2v2.
if for some insane reason you own a console copy, and a pc copy of MWR, and you only want to buy dlc for one or the other,
get it for the console copy. It will be much more playable, and you will have a better chance getting your moneys worth out of it.
Otherwise, on PC, you will really only be able to enjoy private bot matches with your $15 dlc. I don't recommend this game
because it's just laid back if you like horror and parkour yea i do reco it but for me or any others that are like me *idk how to
describe myself* don't like it. It's a fun sometime pvp game but what i dont like about it is the loot crate's they added look's and
loot crate's into the game wich annoys me especially. So i hoped you injoyed this review :).
3/10 Half Dead 2 loot crate's. gg gaben half life 4 is coming out soon. The ride is about 2-3 minutes long. The visuals are
mediocre. However, the ride itself is actually nice. It has twists and turns, and loop de loops. The background image of a starry
space is very poorly done. The images in the foreground are much better, but still just average. The game ran smoothly, but I did
notice lots of blurry images when the ride went fast. The rollercoaster itself is a spaceship, that I guess you're sitting on top of
which seemed weird to me. It would have been great if instead you had a cockpit view.
If you love VR rollercoasters, then this is a nice buy for .99 cents on sale. I'm only recommending this game for VR
rollercoaster fans. This is better than the average VR rollercoaster.
Rating 6\/10 (compared to other VR rollercoasters). Arisa is bae, but I need more of her!
10/10 needs a sequel. I liked this one a lot. It's enjoyable for the same reason minesweeper is enjoyable, it's a lightweight little
brain game which doesn't take a ton of time to play, and is pretty variable. Build your tiny society and protect it from marauding
barbarians as you try to complete randomly spawned objectives, completing these objectives awards you with VP which must be
accumulated in a certain quantity before the turn timer is up. Success moves you to the next phase of the map with new VP
conditions, while failure means that it's time to start over from a new map. Simple, enjoyable, and relaxing. My only complaint
is that the tutorial could be a bit more animated / well written but you'll get a rough idea of how to play from it.. I have enjoyed
this game alot. even though it has been abandoned by the devolpers , plus it has had its multiplayer removed. but it is fun to play
an its mostly a matter of a opinion weither or not you this game, i personally liked it an play it still. but if you buy the game an
start hating it because its not what you expected then you shouldve been smart an check the reviews.. An awesome family
software! Create bookmarks and many more! Also if you like ANIMALS THEN YOU NEED THIS!. Very fun and simple
game. Can be easily picked and, good casual fun with an interesting story. Really cool interactions when you are associated with
different guilds.. To sum it up; this game is exciting to play, offers a lot of semi repetitive play that makes you play again
wondering what will show up next run, and beautiful pixelish graphics for a low price BUT all these positives are shadowed by a
rather unbalanced game that has a extremely WIDE range of RNG. When Crux outpaced my character I knew the
recommendation this game was getting.
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Very fun, and fluid gameplay, inventive levels, a ton of charm and a lot of content. Great!. One of my favorite games as a kid.
Still pretty fun today. Has splitscreen 2 player. Lots of choices in jets (though there is no difference in how they perform).
Upgrades can be purchased to make your ship faster and more deadly. I would compare this to Pod Racing in that it's a very
unique racing game that works so well.. I wish I liked twinstick shooters.
Excellent flufftext and style, pulls off its pulp fiction victoriana retro arcade thing with aplomb. It reminds me of DROD, but
live instead of turnbased. Expect puzzlerooms of the find-key / put it in the door / rinse repeat variety, with constantly
respawning enemies so you have to be able to aim and dodge while navigating small rooms and tight corridors.
I really, really wish I liked twinstick shooters.
Still, it's a delightful game and more people should play it.. On one hand, it's actually pretty fun, with surprisingly good graphics
and music. On the other hand, the upgrade system is awkward, progression is slow and linear, and nothing says professional
quite like a Unity Personal splash screen.
It's $3 and it's Polandball*. Go for it.
*I'm not sure who, if anyone, owns the rights to this, so if you want this game I'd get it while you still can.. so far the game
seems to be a slog with ongoing confusion. I reckon that the developers are trying hard to simulate the actual environment of
1915 trench warfare. graphics serviceable but text is near impossible to read. trying working through the tutorial but sluggish
response or no response at all.
excited to try this game, it certainly has some potential but it is really rough in its present stage. it is in early access so I will
leave it on my machine and hope for the best with timely updates.. A take on the Match-Three that actually encourages you to
seek out and set up chain reactions rather than just hope they're going to happen.. Beautiful visuals and story thanks :). It's one
of the few games that's exactly what you paid for. I don't think I've ever experienced a game like this before, and that might be
because I'm relatively inexperienced with the gaming industry. However, it's the first time I've been exposed to a format where
storytelling is woven into the universe and atmosphere rather than relying on explicit, written narrative devices.
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